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Abstract. Research topics on graph associated with a group are subject of much investigation 
today as well as research topics on the spectra of graph. However, research on the adjacency 
spectrum of subgroup graph of dihedral group is not reported yet. By this reason, we 
determined the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graphs of dihedral group and their 
complements. 
1.  Introduction 
Let   be a graph of order   and      be adjacency matrix of G. The characteristic polynomial of 
     is                  . The  roots of        are called eigenvalues of     . If all ei- 
genvalues of      are integer then G is called integral [30]. The collection of all distinct eigenvalues 
of      together with their multiplicities is called the adjacency spectrum of G [10]. The adjacency 
spectrum of graph is also called A-spectrum of G [16]. 
Previous research on adjacency spectrum of several graphs has been reported. The adjacency 
spectrum of complete multipartite graph  [5],  corona          [14],  traffic  network  [24],  lollipop 
graphs [20], graph Gl [32], neighborhood corona of graph [19], coalescence of complete graphs [22] 
and graphs with pockets [15] have been observed and determined.    
Graph can also be obtained from a finite group, for example commuting graph [7][13][25][29][31], 
non-commuting graph [1], conjugate graph [18], Cayley graph [21][26][27] and invers graph [6]. 
Anderson, Fasteen and Lagrange [8] introduced the concept of graph obtained from the group called 
subgroup graph. For a finite group G and a subgroup H of G, the subgroup graph       of G is a 
directed graph with vertex set G. Kakeri and Erfanian [23] explained that if  is normal subgroup in   , 
then the subgroup       graph of G is an undirected graph. This implies that the complement of 
subgroup graph       is also undirected graph. 
Several research on the adjacency spectrum of a graph obtained from a group have been reported. 
Abdussakir, Elvierayani and Nafisah [4] investigated the adjacency spectrum of commuting and non-
commuting graph of dihedral group. Abdussakir [2] also investigated the adjacency spectrum of 
conjugate graph of dihedral group. Because the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graphs of dihedral 
group has not been determined yet, we conducted this research. The main objective of this research is 
to determine the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graphs of dihedral group and their complements. 
The adjacency energy of these graphs also discussed in this paper. 
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2.  Literature Review 
Graph   is a pair             where      is finite non-empty set of objects called vertex and      
is the set (possibly empty) of unordered pairs of different  vertexs  in      called  edges. The number  
of  elements  in      is  called  the  order  of   and is denoted by  , and  the  number  of  elements in 
     is called the size of   and is denoted by  . We  denoted uv for (u, v) in E(G).  The complement 
of graph  , written by  ̅, is a graph with vertex set      such that two vertices are adjacent in  ̅ if  and  
only if those two vertices are not adjacent in  . Thus,    ̅       and         if and only if 
       [3]. 
A graph G is said to be a complete graph if any two distinct vertices in graph G are adjacent. A 
complete graph of order n is denoted by   . A graph G is bipartite if V(G) can be partitioned into    
two sets  (called  partition sets)    and    so  that  every edge of G joins a vertex of   and a vertex of 
  . A graph G is complete bipartite if G is bipartite and for every      and     , then        . 
If |  |    and |  |   , then this complete bipartite graph is denoted by    . For more general, let 
k be positive integer and k > 1. A graph G is said to be a complete multipartite if V(G)  can  be 
partitioned  into  k partition sets            so that every edge of G joins vertices in different 
partition set and two vertices are adjacent if and only if the vertices belong to distinct partition sets 
[12]. If |  |     for 1   k, then this complete multipartite graph is denoted by           
Suppose   graph  with order        and size   and vertex set                  . The   
adjacency  matrix  of  graph  , denoted  by     , is the       matrix            where       if 
          and       if           (Chartrand  et al. 2016). The characteristic polynomial of      
is                  , where I is       identity matrix. The  roots of        are called  
eigenvalues of      [22]. Because      is a real symmetric  matrix  then  all  eigenvalues  of      are  
real  [11] and can be ordered by           . The adjacency energy of G is defined by       
∑ |  |
 
    [9][28]. Let               are distinct eigenvalues of      and 
                        are corresponding multiplicities of      . According to Yin [32], the 
adjacency spectrum of G is defined by 
          [
   
      
   
      
 
 
   
      
]   (1) 
Let   be a  finite  group  and   a subgroup of  . Let        be the directed  graph with  vertex set  
  such  that   is the initial vertex and   is the terminal vertex of an edge if and only if     and 
    . Furthermore, if      and      for       and    then   and   will  be  regarded  as  
being  connected  by  a single undirected edge. Thus, we get the graph       which has no loops or 
multiple edges. The graph       is called the subgroup graph of   [8]. Kakeri and Erfanian [23] 
explain that the subgroup graph       is clear of its existence when   is the normal subgroup of  . If 
  normal subgroup of  ,      then will imply that     . Thus,       and  its  complement  is  
an undirected simple graph when H is normal subgroup of G.  
The dihedral group is a group of the sets of n-symmetry, denoted    , for any positive integers  n 
and    . Since dihedral groups will be used extensively along this paper, it will take some notation   
and   some   computation   that   can   simplify   the next calculation and help observe     as abstract 
group, that is: 
(1)               are distinct and | |     
(2) | |    
(3)      for all  . 
(4)         for all           with    . Then, 
          
                           and each element can be written      for     
or 1 and        . 
(5)        . 
(6)         for all       [17] 
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For odd n, all normal subgroups of     are 〈 〉 〈 
 〉 for all d dividing n and     itself. For even n, all 
normal subgroups of are 〈 〉 〈  〉 for all d dividing   〈    〉 〈     〉 and     itself. 
3.  Results and Discussion 
The followings are our main results on the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph of dihedral group 
and their complement. We also present their adjacency energy as additional results. 
 
Theorem 3.1: The adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph  〈 〉      of dihedral group     for 
positive integer   and     is 
    ( ( 〈 〉     ))  *
     
     
+ 
Proof:  For    , we  have  that  normal subgroup 〈 〉 of dihedral group     is 〈 〉  
               . According to the definition of subgroup graph, we have the subgroup graph 
 〈 〉      is disconnected graph with two components. The first component is complete graphs    
with vertex set                 and the second component is complete graphs    with vertex set 
                  . Hence, the adjacency matrix of  〈 〉      is  




where         is       matrix where     for     and       for others and   is       zero 
matrix. The characteristic polynomial  ( 〈 〉     ) is equal to    ( ( 〈 〉     )    ). Performing 






















          













            







Accordingly,    ( ( 〈 〉     )    ) is the multiplication of the main diagonal elements of this 
upper triangular matrix. Thus, the characteristic polynomial of  ( 〈 〉     ) is 
     (       )
 
          
Let       . We obtaine the eigenvalues          and       and their multiplicity       
  and           , respectively. Thus, the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph  〈 〉      for 
positive integer   and     is 
    ( ( 〈 〉     ))  *
     
     
+ 
 
Corollary 3.1: The adjacency energy of subgroup graph  〈 〉      of dihedral group     for 
positive integer   and     is  
  ( 〈 〉     )          
Proof: From Theorem 3.1, we have   ( 〈 〉     )                           
 
Theorem 3.2: The adjacency spectrum of complement of subgroup graph  〈 〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of  dihedral 
group     for positive integer   and     is  



















Proof: Based on the proof of Theorem 3.1, the complement of subgroup graph  〈 〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a  
complete bipartite graph     with the partition sets          
          and 
           
          . So, the adjacency matrix of  〈 〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is as follows.  




where   is       ones matrix and   is       zero matrix. Using Gaussian elimination on 































        







Then, the characteristic polynomial of  ( 〈 〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) is 
                     
By setting       , we obtaine the eigenvalues           and       and their        
multiplicity        ,           and       , respectively. Thus, the adjacency spectrum 
of subgroup graph  〈 〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  for positive integer   and     is 









Corollary 3.2: The adjacency energy of subgroup graph  〈 〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of dihedral group     for 
positive integer   and     is 
  ( 〈 〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )     
Proof: From Theorem 3.2,   we   have   ( 〈 〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )   | |        | |   |  |      
 
Theorem 3.3: The adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph  〈  〉      of dihedral group     for 
even   and     is  
    ( ( 〈  〉     ))  [
   
 
  
     
] 
Proof: For even   and    , the subgroup 〈  〉 of dihedral group     is〈 
 〉  
             .   According to the definition of subgroup graph, then the subgroup graph  〈  〉      
is disconnected graph that consists of four complete graphs     as its components. The vertex set of 
these four components are                                             .So, the adjacency 
matrix of  〈  〉      is as follows. 























































































































Using Gaussian elimination on  ( 〈  〉     )     we obtaine the following upper triangular matrix. 
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Thus, the characteristic polynomial of  ( 〈  〉     ) is 
         
 
  (  




          
By setting       , we obtain the eigenvalues    
   
 
 and       and their multiplicity 
        and           , respectively. Thus, the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph 
 〈  〉      for even   and     Is 
    ( ( 〈  〉     ))  [
   
 
  
     
] 
 
Corollary 3.3: The adjacency energy of subgroup graph  〈  〉      of dihedral group     for even 
  and     is  
  ( 〈  〉     )         
Proof: From Theorem 3.3, we have   ( 〈  〉     )   |
   
 
|        |  |          
 
Theorem 3.4: The adjacency spectrum of complement of subgroup  graph  〈  〉      of dihedral 
group     for even   and     is 










Proof: From the proof of Theorem 3.3, then the complement of subgroup graph  〈  〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ of 
dihedral group     is complete multipartite graph              . Therefore, the adjacency matrix 
 〈  〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ is as follows.  
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Thus, the characteristic polynomial of  ( 〈  〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅) is 
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By setting       , we obtaine    
  
 
      and     
 
 
 and the multiplicity       
             and        . So, the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph of  〈  〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ for 
even   and     is  











Corollary 3.4: The adjacency energy of subgroup graph  〈  〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅ of dihedral group     for even 
  and     is  
  ( 〈  〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)     
Proof:  From  Theorem  3.4,  we  have   ( 〈  〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅)   |
  
 
|        | |   |
 
 
|      
 
Theorem 3.5: The adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph  〈    〉      of dihedral group     for 
even   and     is  
    ( ( 〈    〉     ))  *
     
     
+ 
Proof:  For  even     and    ,  the  subgroup 〈    〉 of dihedral group     is 〈 
   〉  
                            . Therefore, the subgroup graph  〈    〉      of two complete graphs 
   as its component. The first component with vertex set     
             and the second with 
vertex set                      . And then, the adjacency matrix  〈    〉      is as follows. 

























































































































































              







Thus, the characteristic polynomial  ( 〈    〉     ) is  
     (       )
 
          
By setting       , we obtaine the eigenvalues        and       and their multiplicity 
        and          , respectively. Therefore, the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph 
 〈    〉      for even   and     is  
    ( ( 〈    〉     ))  *
     
     
+ 
Corollary 3.5: The adjacency energy of subgroup graph  〈    〉      of dihedral group     for 
even   and     is  
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  ( 〈    〉     )         
Proof: From Theorem 3.5, we have   ( 〈    〉     )   |   |        |  |         
 
Theorem 3.6: The adjacency spectrum of complement of subgroup graph   〈    〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of dihedral 
group     for even   and     is 








Proof: According to the proof of Theorem 3.5, the complement of subgroup graph  〈    〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  
is a complete  bipartite  graph      with partition sets        
             and    
                    . Thus, the adjacency matrix of  〈    〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of is a follows. 












































































































































       













        







Thus, the characteristic polynomial of  ( 〈    〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) is 
                     
By setting       , we obtaine the eigenvalues           and       and their multiplicity 
                   and        , respectively. So, the adjacency spectrum of subgroup 
graph   〈    〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅   for even   and     is  









Corollary 3.6: The adjacency energy of subgroup graph  〈    〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of dihedral group     for 
even   and     is  
  ( 〈    〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )     
Proof:  From  Theorem  3.6,  we  have   ( 〈    〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )   | |        | |   |  |     
 
Theorem 3.7: The adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph  〈     〉      of dihedral group     for 
even   and     is  
    ( ( 〈     〉     ))  *
     
     
+ 
Proof:  For even   and    , the normal subgroup 〈     〉 of dihedral group     is 
〈     〉                              . According to the definition of subgroup graph, then the 
subgroup graph  〈     〉      is disconnected  graph with two complete graphs    as its component. 
The first component has the vertex set                 
    and the second component has the 
vertex set        
          . So, the adjacency matrix of  〈     〉      is as follows.  
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Thus, the characteristic polynomial  ( 〈     〉     ) is  
     (       )
 
          
By setting       , we obtaine the eigenvalues        and       and their multiplicity 
        and           , respectively. Hence, the adjacency spectrum of subgroup graph 
 〈     〉      for even   and     is  
    ( ( 〈     〉     ))  *
     
     
+ 
 
Corollary 3.7: The adjacency energy of subgroup graph  〈     〉      of dihedral group     for 
even   and     is  
  ( 〈     〉     )         
Proof: From Theorem 3.7, we have   ( 〈     〉     )   |   |        |  |         
 
Theorem 3.8: The adjacency spectrum of complement of subgroup  graph   〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of  dihedral  
group     for  even    and     is  








Proof: Based on the proof of Theorem 3.7, the complement of subgroup graph  〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is a 
complete bipartite graph     with partition sets        
                and 
         
                  . So, the adjacency matrix of  〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  is as follows.  























































































































Using  Gaussian  elimination on  ( 〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )     we obtaine the following upper triangular 
matrix.  
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Therefore, the characteristic polynomial of  ( 〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ) is 
                     
By setting       , we obtaine the eigenvalues           and       and their multiplicity 
                   and        , respectively. Hence, the adjacency spectrum of 
subgroup graph  〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  for even   and     is  









Corollary 3.8: The adjacency energy of subgroup graph  〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅  of dihedral group      for 
even   and     is 
  ( 〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )     
Proof:  From Theorem 3.8, we have   ( 〈     〉     ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ ̅̅ )   | |        | |   |  |     
4.  Conclusion 
We have determined the adjacency spectrum and energy of subgroup graph of dihedral group     and 
their complement for normal subgroups 〈 〉, 〈 
  〉, 〈    〉 and 〈 
    〉. We found that the subgroup 
graphs and their complements are integral for these normal subgroups. According to this result, we 
proposed the following open problem. 
Problem: Is the subgroup graph         of dihedral group     integral for any normal subgroup H 
of     ? 
For the further research, the adjacency spectrum of other graphs associated with dihedral group or 
other groups is needed to be observed. 
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